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1CHAPTER I
          INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Emotion is feeling or affect that occurs when people are in a state or an 
interaction that is important to them, especially one that influences
their well being. In many instances, emotions involve people’s communication with 
the world (Santrock, 2011). Emotions are reactions to a person or event. People show 
their emotions when they are happy about something, angry at someone, afraid of 
something dispirited. Usually emotions are a reaction to the stimuli from the outside 
and within the individual. For example, happy emotions encourage a person's mood 
changes, so that psychologically laughs and sad emotions encourage someone to cry. 
Islam also takes a part to this research as show in QS. Al-Isra’ which talks about 
emotions within as follow:
Translation: 
"Allah SWT says: "Every one acts according to his own character (made up of his 
creed, worldview and disposition), and your Lord knows best who is better guided in 
his way”(QS.Isra’:84).
Shihab (2002:544), this verse shows that the faithful of human beings has the 
tendency, the potential and the carrying characteristics of the activity. On the other 
hand, there is an introvert human being who is happy to be alone and reluctant to 
2mingle and there is also the otherwise extrovert. Then, some are brave and some of 
them are cowards. The movie Big Hero 6 in character Hiro Hamada by Don 
Hall and Chris Williams, shows character and potential caused by the emotional 
impulses that exist within himself.
Furthermore The African Child Policy Forum (ACPF) (2013:1) as cited in the 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child defines child as "a human 
being under the age of 18 years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority 
is attained earlier". This is ratified by 192 of 194 member countries. Biologically, 
child is generally a person between birth and puberty.
As long as the children grow older, their emotional responses become less 
diffuse, random and differentiated. Young babies, for example, show displeasure 
merely by screaming and crying. Later their reactions include their resisting, throwing 
things, stiffening the body, running away, hiding and verbalizing. With increasing 
age, linguistic responses increase and motor responses decrease (Hurlock, 1978:193).
The emotion interest to research because it relates with our life and it involves 
nonverbal communication.
Reddy in Buckley (2003:23) states that children use nonverbal 
communication to get their intention, interest and thoughts across to others. Tabors 
(2008:45) also identifies four areas for which children learning a second language use 
nonverbal communication: to get attention, for requesting, objecting and joking. 
Tabors however, observed some difficulties in the use of nonverbal communication. 
3She mentions that when there are no responsible adults to interpret the nonverbal cues 
children give, the intended message would not be put across.
Every literary work has emotion within. Emotion appears many times in Big 
Hero 6 movie, especially in the main character (child). Besides, this movie has 
average rating 7.3/10 and many viewers in 2014, it is an action packed animated 
adaptation of the same title superhero comic that is likely to attract younger kids as 
well as teens and also this movie has moral value. The character in this movie acts as 
a child and mostly expresses his emotion by nonverbal communication, moreover 
children emotion uses more nonverbal communication rather than verbal 
communication to show their feeling. Moreover it makes children emotion more 
unique than adult emotion because they have the ways to show it.
B. Research Question
How are children emotions responses portrayed in the Big Hero 6 movie?
C. Research Objectives
Based on the question above, the objectives of the study from this research is:
To know the responses portrayed of children emotions in Big Hero 6 movie.
D. Research Significance
This research is expected to give additional knowledge for the readers who are 
interested in learning emotion in literature, especially about children’s emotion. 
Theoretically, this research is expected to increase the understanding of literary works 
4through the Big Hero 6 Movie by using children emotion theory. Practically this 
research will be able to guide the readers to apply how to regulate child emotion in 
daily life especially for parents because it needs a deep attention to control it with the 
intention to build good personality.
D. Research Scope
The researcher limits this research only about the children emotion portrayed 
in the movie. Therefore the researcher also will be classified based on children 
emotion theory by Hurlock include anger, joy, shyness, grief, jealousy, curiosity, fear 
and affection. The researcher will analyze the emotions within Hiro Hamada 
character (14 years old).
5CHAPTER II
          REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous Findings
Cowie et al (2011), in their thesis “Emotion: Concepts and Definitions” the
research deals with the task of defining and describing emotion. They were interested 
in finding the people mean when they identify emotion as a key domain for 
computing how emotions related to, and differentiated from other affective 
phenomena. The focus is always on the way conceptual and terminological issues 
impact affective computing. They found the only obvious way forward for the 
foreseeable future is for experts to develop a sophisticated understanding of the 
language in general use and the substantial issues that lie behind it. 
Callear (2014), in her thesis “Children emotion regulation inventory (ChERI)” 
Skilful emotion regulation in childhood plays vital in role in a raft of developmental 
accomplishments, including social competence, academic success and mental well 
being. At this thesis the researcher interested to focus directly on emotion regulation 
in children. As a result, this model has been tested successfully served as framework 
with which to generate in understand items for measure of children emotion’s 
regulation.
From the two previous findings above, this research has similarities and 
differences from those researches. The similarities of these researches are study about 
6emotion. Then the differences between two previous findings with this research are: 
(1) the first previous finding focuses on to describe and identify emotion and how the 
emotions differentiated from other affective phenomena, (2) the second previous 
finding focuses on children’s emotion regulation and how to measure them. The 
series of the studies was undertaken which identified a collection of observable 
children’s emotion regulation strategies.
B. Theoretical Review
1. Psychological Literature Approach
Psychology can be defined as the scientific study of behavior and mental 
processes. Behavior is any activity can be observed, recorded and measured. Mental 
processes include thoughts, memories, emotion and beliefs (Cieder & Ceothals, 
1983:4). Wiyatumi, (2011:6) describes psychology literature was born as one type of 
literary study used to read and interpret literary works, authors and readers of literary 
works using a variety of concepts and frameworks existing theories in psychology.
Endraswara, (2003:16) mentions psychology literature is an interdicipline 
between psychology and literature. Psychology literature are basically divided into 
three areas of study, namely the psychology of the writer, the reader psychology, and 
the psychology of characters contained in a literary work (Nuranto 2011:24).
Endraswara, (2003:59) explains the steps of understanding of psychology 
literature theory could through three ways. First, understandings of psychology’s 
theory then do research in literary works. Second, to describe a literary works firstly 
7as the object of research then deciding psychology’s theory which considered relevant 
for used. Third, decided the theory and object of research simultaneously. 
Based on some suggestions about psychology of literature above, researcher 
can conclude that psychology of literature is an approach which connects between 
literary works and psychology of science, the way to research the literature work 
using psychology’s theories.
2. Children Emotion
There are many defintions about children emotion from some experts as 
follows:
Barish (2009:15) states that every emotion is associated with a characteristic 
action tendency or action disposition. For example, motivates exploration, anger 
motivates attack, fear motivates escape, shame motivates concealment.
The emotion’s expressions of children such as, laugh and cry and show fear, 
anger, love and affection, can be reviewed as the form of about their current feeling, 
needs, and desire. Through emotional displays, then, children can communicate their 
needs and desire (Marvis & Ross, 1986:237). Denham, (2011:17) mentions that 
children deal with many of the same emotions adults do. Children get angry, sad,
frustrated, nervous, joy or happy, or embarrassed, ect, but they often do not have the 
words to talk about how they are feeling. Emotions serve us a form of 
communication, through the facial and bodily changes that accompany the emotions, 
8children can communicate their feeling to other and determine what the feeling of 
other are (Hurlock,1978:193).
Further, children sometimes act out these emotions in very physical and 
inappropriate ways. Such as, when children were frustrated, they threw the puzzle 
piece and the puzzle (Denham.2011:17).So, the researcher conclude that children 
emotion is almost the same with adults emotion, but child emotion is easier and quick 
to change and so clear to identify.
All emotions are less violently expressed as children grow older due to the fact 
that children learn how people feel about violent emotional outbursts, even those of 
joy and the other, pleasant emotion, and it is because children curb some of their 
emotional expressions emotions tend to persist longer than they did when they were 
expressed more violently (Hurlock 1978:194).
a. Types of Children Emotion
Life without emotion would be bland and empty. The experience of love, 
anger, joy, fear and other emotions energize and add color to human lives. According 
to Hurlock,(1978:195), emotion is an important role in life of children, it is essential 
to know how the develop and how they affect personal and social adjustments. 
Related to the point about kinds of children emotion, so the researcher will put some 
types of children emotion and also responses of these emotions as follow
1) Anger
Anger, as is well known, is evoked by frustration (interference with abstaining 
desired goals, not getting what we went to or deserve), by feeling “wronged and 
9physical or emotional pain and injury, (Barish,2009:21). According to Hurlock 
(1978:197) that children frequently set goals beyond their reach. They fail to reach 
these goals, they become angry at themselves or at the people they believe have stood 
in their way. They also become angry when they fell that they or their friends are 
unjustly reprimanded or punished or when they are slighted, neglected, or ridiculed 
by other children.
According to the study, the restriction of body movement and the presence of 
less serious physical discomforts are more important as anger-stimulating factors 
when the child is less than one year old than when he is two years old (Jersild, 1954: 
884). (Jersild 1954: 883) claims that the occasions that bring about anger depend 
upon the developmental course of the child. Children express anger through temper 
tantrums, characterized by crying, screaming, stamping, kicking, jumping up and 
down or striking.
2) Joy or Happy
Joy is a pleasant emotion in its milder form. It is known as pleasure, delight or 
happiness. Usually most of common cause of pleasure or even joy in children is 
successful achievement of goals they have set for themselves. The harder they must 
stave to reach the goals the greater their pleasure when they finally succeed. Joy or 
happy responses: children express their joy by smiling and laughing, clapping their 
hands, jumping up and down (Hurlock; 1978:202). Hurlock (1978: 206) also draw 
attention to the physical-orientated nature of the stimuli leading to experiences of joy, 
happiness and delight in the infant. The pre-school child obtains pleasure in taking 
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part in activities involving his peers, especially those leading to the child's outshining 
of his contemporaries. The older child continues to derive pleasure from the same 
stimuli that excite pleasure in the younger child. Therefore instance, physical 
wellbeing continues to be enjoyed (Hurlock, 1978:206).
3) Shyness, Embarrassment, Worry and Anxiety
Hurlock, (1978:200) identify shyness, embarrassment, worry and anxiety as 
emotional patterns that have fear as their outstanding characteristic. Shyness and 
embarrassment are related in that both result from fear of people, rather than of 
objects, animals or situations. Shyness involves fear of unfamiliar people or of the 
reactions toward the child on the part of familiar people (as in the case of the child 
who becomes shy when performing in a play attended by his parents) (Hurlock, 1978: 
199- 200).
Jersild (1968:246) describes, observations have indicated that shyness and self-
consciousness manifest themselves for the first time when the child is able to 
recognize himself 1n a mirror. Fein states that controversy exists over the age at 
which such self-recognition occurs for the first time. It has been found to appear as 
early as 6 months of age and later, at 20 to 24 months of age (Fein, 1978:152). 
Shyness and embarrassment share certain manifestations, such as blushing and 
stuttering, but, while the shy child refrains from speaking, the embarrasse child 
endeavors to clarify his behavior to others (Hurlock, 1978:200).
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4) Grief
Grief is a psychic trauma, an emotion distress resulting from the loss of 
something love or something important to them, whether it be a person, a pet, or an 
inanimate object, such as a toy. In it is milder forms, it is known as sorrow or 
sadness. Regardless of it is intensity or the age at which it occurs, grief is one of the 
most unpleasant emotions. Typically, children express their grief by crying and losing 
interest in their normal activities, including eating, (Hurlock, 1978:206).
According to Barish (2009:24), grief is our instinctive response to loss, 
aloneness (whether physical or psychological aloneness) and disappointment. We 
experience grief especially at the loss of someone (or something), we deeply value 
and at the loss of those who have helped us thrive.
5) Jealousy
Jealousy is a normal experienced by adults and children. Young children often 
do not have the skills or language to deal with this complex feeling. Many children 
deal with jealousy by acting not with challenging behavior such as tantrums, crying 
or hitting. Hence children may act not with anger, it can be difficult for children to 
respond to the true feeling or jealousy, Jiro et al, (2013:8).
Hurlock, (1978:203) explains children become jealousy when they think 
parental interest and attention are shifting toward someone else in the family, usually 
a new sibling. Most of the jealous behavior among children. However, it shows 
underlying feeling of security and uncertainty. Children may openly express their 
12
jealousy or they may show it reverting to infantile behavior, such as bed wetting 
pretending to be ill, or generally naughty. All such behavior is a bid for attention.
6) Curiosity
Karen, (2007:1) states that children are born age to learn. Curious by nature, 
you cannot keep them from exploring as they try to comprehend their environment. 
Children’s curiosity is first focused on their environment included their family such 
as mother and father. Children are interested in everything in their environment, 
including themselves they are curious about their bodies, different parts of their 
bodies, what they do, and why they have the form they have. Children also curious 
about people why they dress, act, and speak as they do and why older people are 
different females. Their first to responses to curiosity take the form of sensor motor 
punishment, they respond by asking questions, (Hurlock, 1978:205).
7) Fear
Fear is one of the most basic human emotions, helping to keep us safe by 
altering us to danger. The physical responses of fear are associated with 
psychological responses such as feeling scared, tense, nervous or worried. Children 
who experience fear are more likely to show us then tell us that they are afraid. They 
may do this by seeking reassurance, by becoming agitated or by becoming upset, 
Duenwald (2012:2)
Hurlock (1978:207), describes fear emotion are concentrated on fanciful, 
supernatural or remote dangers, on the dark and on imaginary creatures associated 
with the dark on the death injury, on the character recalled from stories, movies, 
13
comics and television. Children have many fears related to self or status. They are 
afraid of failing, of being ridiculed and of being “different”. At first, a child’s 
response to fear is panic, later, respond become more specific and including running 
away and hiding, crying, and avoiding frightening situations.
8) Affection
Pinchard (2012:17), mentions that affection is popularly used to denote a 
feeling or type of love, amounting to more that good will or friendship. Affection can 
be expressed by words, gestures, or touches. Affectionate behavior may have evolved 
from parental nurtung behavior due to its associations with hormonal rewards.
Another suggestion by Hurlock (1978:207) state that affection is an emotion 
reaction directed toward a person, an animal, or a thing. It indicates warm regard, 
friendliness, sympathy, or helpfulness, and it can take physical or verbal form. 
Learning plays an important role in determining the particular person’s or objects to 
which affection is directed. Children tend to like most these who like them and are 
“friendly” in their relationship with them. Children learn to love the things people, 
pets, or object that give them pleasure. Children express their affection verbally as 
they grow older but, while they are still young, they express it physical hugging, 
patting, and kissing the object of their affection.
As group, boys express emotion that are regarded as sex-appreciate such as 
anger, more frequently and more intensely than those considered more appropriate for 
girls, such as fear, anxiety, and affection. Jealously and temper tantrums are more 
common in large families while envy is more common in small families. Jealousy and 
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temper outbursts are also more common and more intense among firstborns than 
among later born children of the same family (Hurlock 1978:194). Moreover, 
(Hurlock, 1978:197) states that children express their emotion through these 
following charts:
a). Children may not show their emotional reactions directly, but they show them 
indirectly by restlessness, day dreaming, crying, speech difficulties, and nervous 
mannerisms such as nail-biting and thumb-sucking. 
b). In the milder forms, anxiety may be expressed in readily recognizable behavior, 
such as depression, nervousness, irritability, mood swings, restless sleep, quick anger, 
and extraordinary sensitivity to what others say or do. Anxious children are unhappy 
children because they feel insecure.
c). Anger is more frequently expressed emotion an childhood than fear in it different 
forms. The reason for this is that anger – provoking stimuli are more numerous and 
children discover at an early age that anger is an effective way of getting attention or 
they want.
d). The typical overt expression of grief in childhood is crying. The crying may be so 
anguished and prolonged that children will enter a state of near hysteria that will last 
until they are near exhaustion.
e). Babies express curiosity by tensing the face muscles, opening the mouth, 
stretching out the tongue, and wrinkling the forehead. This is a ‘estate of wariness’ 
akin to fear. When babies realize there is nothing to fear, they try to examine by 
looking at, grabbing.
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f). Joyful expressions range from a quiet, self-satisfied contentment to bubbling offer 
exuberance. Laughter begins to appear around the fourth month of life and becomes 
increasingly frequent and intense with age.
      3. Synopsis
A major figure Hiro Hamada only 14 years old, he is a genius boy who has 
finished his studies, spend his time with illegal robot competition. His brother 
Tadashi is worry about Hiro’s potential, therefore he invites his young brother join to 
his university and show laboratory robotics advanced. Tadashi shows his robot 
creation, which is Baymax as a health guard to help everyone.
At once, Hiro introduce his project that is microbots. Microbots is a set of small 
robots that can unite in a variety of shapes with the use of imagination. After the 
death of his brother, Hero activates and added a self defence system in the Baymax 
chip. Because his temper tantrum appears, he wants to kill his enemy and cannot hold 
his anger.
Supplies Baymax has been damaged and the only way for the portal by using 
the hands of rocket. Hero and Abigail success to get out of the portal before it was 
destroyed. After that, Hiro’s emotion gradually better, he get Baymax chip, so he fell 
happy and make a new Baymax. Moreover, the synopsis of the film has been taken 
from website http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2245084/synopsis
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Method
This research used descriptive qualitative method to complete the data. This 
was because the researcher analyzed the data descriptively and the presentation of the 
result was in a form of explanation of words. Related to this, Suryana (2010:14) 
affirms descriptive research is focused to make descriptions systematically and 
accurately based on facts about certain object. In this research the researcher searches 
the data through watching the Big Hero 6 movie and analyzing those emotions in 
Hiro Hamada (14 years old).
B. Source of Data
The source of data in this research was from the Big Hero 6 movie produced 
by Walt Disney Animation Studios and released by Walt Disney Pictures. Loosely 
based on the superhero team of the same named by Marvel Comics, the film is the 
54th Disney animated feature film. It was directed by Don Hall and Chris Williams,
the length of this movie was 01:41:37 minutes and the movie script.
C. Research Instrument
The researcher used note taking. Endraswara (2011:163) defined that note 
taking is the process of data selection. In note taking process, the data which is not 
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relevant to the topic will be left while the relevant data will be given a stress such as 
underline or bold face, so that it could help the writer to analyze the data.
Note taking is a practice of writing down pieces of information in a systematic 
way. The information included the last name, page, and related information. Note 
taking is an indispensable part of writing a research paper since note record and 
gather the information from the sources used in writing the paper. Through this 
research, the researcher used note taking as the instrument. It was the essential tool in 
conducting a research. Which way, after watched the Big Hero 6 movie and read 
movie’s script, the researcher made notes about the data contain of emotion in Hiro 
Hamada character (14 years old).
D. Procedures of Data Collection
The procedures of data collection that would be applied in this research as 
follow: First, the researcher watched thoroughly all the movie Big Hero 6 movie. 
Second, the researcher identified the script of the movie that related to the emotion in 
the main character as a child based on Hurlock theory. Third, the researcher used 
piece of paper and pictures to get the data from the Big Hero 6 movie. The last, the 
researcher made some notes into piece of paper to classify children emotion by 
Hurlock theory.
E. Tecniques of Analyzing Data
The researcher analyzed the data by using children emotion theory. Then the 
researcher analyzed types of children emotions and how are the children emotions 
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and responses portrayed in Hiro character by Hurlock’s theory. After that the 
researcher had redrawn the conclusion of the data.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the researcher presents finding and discussion of the Big Hero 6 
movie that consist of types of emotion in Hiro Hamada (14 years old).
A. Findings
Hiro Hamada is fourteen years old lives with her aunt and brother, he is genius 
boy that join in robotic college and makes a new Baymax. In the story of this movie, 
the researcher found some emotions contained in Hiro Hamada character, either 
presented explanation, D is Datum, and This time of movie scene. Based on 
explanation above, the researcher found that:
The types of emotions that contain in Hiro Hamada (fourteen years old) consist 
of some emotions, as follow:
1.Anger
Extract 1
Hiro: professor Callaghan?, the explosion, you died
Prof.: No!, I had your micobots
Hiro: but Tadashi, you let him die
Prof.: give me the mask!
Hiro: but, he went in there to save you!
Prof.: that was his mistake!
Hiro: Baymax, destroy!
20
(T 01:10:19)
Extract 2
Baymax: my program prevents me from injuring human being
Hiro: not anymore!
Baymax: Hiro, this is not what…
Hiro: do it Baymax, destroy him!
Go go: No!, stop Baymax!
(T 01:10:20)
Hiro knew the real murder of his brother and he asked Baymax to kill the murder 
after he lost his mask and showed his anger by striking.
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Extract 3
Hiro: how could you do that? I had him!
Wasabi: what you just did, we never signed up for.
,,,,,,, we said we’d catch the guy. that’s it.
Hiro: I never should have let you help me!
Baymax, catch Callaghan!
Baymax: my enhanced scanner has been damaged
Hiro: Aaargghh
(T 01:11:24)
He angry with his friends because they prevent Baymax to kill the mask man, his 
friends did not agree to it and scream at them.
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Extract 4
Baymax: do you want me to terminate Professor Callaghan?
Hiro: just open!
Baymax: will terminating Professor Callaghan improve your emotional state?
Hiro: Yes!  No! I don’t know! Open your access!
Baymax: is this what Tadashi wanted? 
Hiro: it doesn’t matter!
Baymax: Tadashi programmed me to aid and ….
Hiro: Tadashi’s gone!
(T 01:15:52)
He screams and raises his voice to Baymax because he does not kill the mask and 
remember his brother, so that he wants to revenge (emotional rises) and creamed to 
the Baymax.
2. Joy or Happy
Extract 5
Hiro: Bot fighting is not illegal!
Betting on bot fighting, that’s …. Illegal
I’m not a roll, big brother!
And there is no stopping me
23
(T 00:5:34)
(T 00:5:32)
When Hiro got much money from illegal robot fight, he was screaming because really 
happy and expressed his happiness by screaming and laughing.
Extract 6
Hiro : The only limit is your imagination
Microbots!
24
(T 00:19:35)
Hiro already introduced his performance with his microbot, he was smiling in front of 
the audience.
Extract 7
(T 00:19:43)
Hiro is laughing at his brother after finishing his performance. He got really happy 
because he did it so wall as he expect before.
Extract 8
Tadashi: you did it!
Honey Lemon: yeah you just blew my mind, dude!
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(T 00:19:49)
He is yelling with his brother become his nice performance that he did, and laughing
together.
Extract 9
Hiro was accepted in a college because his performance before and it makes Prof. 
Challanghan impressed
(T 00:12:23)
Hiro’s happiness showed by laughing
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Extract 10
(T 00:43:21)
Hero: punch this!
(T 00:43:25)
Yes! Hummerfist!
(T 00:43:27)
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Knife hand!
His glad emitted on his face, he looks so impressed with that.
Back kick!
Hiro successed make another chip of Baymax as his version, so he can fight. Hiro 
expressed his joy by screaming.
Extract 11
Hiro: yes!
Yeah!
(T 00:59:23)
(T 00:59:39)
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Hiro flew with Baymax around the country and screamed aloud. He was happy 
because of it. He expressed his joy by screaming and laughing. He never thinks
before that Baymax will as cool as it.
Extract 12
Tadashi: Oh, man. Wait till my bother sees you.
You are gonna help so many people, buddy.
So many
That’s all for now
I am satisfied with my care.
(T 01:14:40)
Hiro was joy to see his brother’s video, how hard he doing his robot project and how 
amaze his feeling after finishing it. Hiro show his happiness by smiling.
3. Grief
Extract 13
Aunt: Hey, sweetie
Hiro: hey, aunt Cass
Aunt: Mrs. Matsuda’s in the café
She is wearing something super inappropriate for an 80-year-old
That always cracks you up
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You should come down
Hiro: Maybe later.
T 00:24:46)
When his brother died, he does not even wants to eat something, he depressed 
because his brother death and he prefer to be alone and depressed.
Extract 14
Hiro: Open your access!
Baymax: Is this what Tadashi wanted?
Hiro: It doesn’t matter!
Baymax: Tadashi programmed me to aid and ….
Hiro: Tadashi’s gone!
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(T 01:12:55)
Hiro became sad when Baymax reminded him about his brother, so he looks so 
depressed, he cannot accept yet the fact that his brother had died. He shows his 
emotion by crying.
Extract 15
Hero: Tadashi’s gone
Baymax: Tadashi is here
Hero: He’s not here
Baymax: Tadashi is here
(T 01:13:01)
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When Hiro remembered his brother that he was killed by his professor, and it made 
Hiro get sad and suddenly crying. He shed tears because remembered the figure of his 
brother who he is very love, he show it by Crying.
Extract 16
Hiro: Baymax!
(T 01:20:51)
Hiro screams when Baymax in trouble, he cannot help him anymore. While in 
danger, he tried to yell because he so anxious and fear if something happens that 
could be jeopardizing Baymax, he shows it by screaming.
Extract 17
(T 01:28:12)
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Hiro got really sad when Baymax wanted to sacrifice him for the sake of saving 
someone, and Hiro was crying because of it. He did not let and agree with Bamax 
expense to save someone and would replace her and harm himself. He shows it by 
Crying and hugging.
4. Curiosity
Extract 18
Hiro: Electro-mag suspension?
(T 00:07:56)
Hiro focused to the tools in the laboratory. He so amazed with the things within, he 
looked and felt the things. He did not ask some questions, he just saw the tools in that 
room, he shows it by sensorimotor exploration.
Extract 19
Hiro: Wow. How do you find anything, in this mess?
Wasabi: I have a system
There’s a place for everything
And everything in its place.
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(T 00:08:48)
Extract 20
Hiro: What’s in the spray, specifically?
Baymax: The primary ingredient is bacitracin
Hiro: That’s a bummer
I’m actually allergic to that
Baymax: You are not allergic to bacitracin
You do have a mild allergy to peanut.
(T 00:12:02)
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Hiro asks and examines Bamax about what bacitracin contain is, Hiro deliberately 
digging the ability to Baymax, he expressed it by asking questions.
5. Fear
Extract 21
Hiro: Hey, fellas, Let’s talk about this
(T 00:04:40)
When three guys want to hit him after won at illegal robot fight, and his rival did not 
accept his defeat. He expressed his fear by avoiding.
Extract 22
Hiro: Tadashi, No!
Tadashi: Callaghan’s in there
Someone has to help.
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(T 00:22:59)
When the fire occurred and Tadashi went there to help his professor, Hiro got panic 
suddenly. He does not know what to do in that time, he just stand there and feel 
panic.
Extract 23
Hiro: Baymax!
(T 00:30:48)
Baymax went out from the home to find the direction of the microbots, and Hiro was 
chasing him so he runs to follow Baymax. He show his fear by panic and running.
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Extract 24
Hiro: Run!
(T 00:33:48)
(T 00:32:38)
After he find the group of his microbots, he was looking by the mask man and he 
come to Hiro, so he was hiding and running to avoid the mask man.
Extract 24
Hiro: Help! I can’t beat him
Baymax: Hiro!
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(T 01:19:04)
(T 01:19:54)
He almost sucked the portal when he was regardless of Bamax due to the lacing of 
the mask man, so he screamed because he was fear. He looks so scare, he thinks he 
will be swallowed by the portal and he expresses his fear by screaming.
6. Affection
Extract 25
Baymax: I am Baymax
Your personal healthcare companion
Hello, Hiro.
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(T 01:31:30)
He got Baymax chip is made by Tadashi, so his successes make a new Baymax and 
hugging him directly with loving, he seems comfortable in Baymax’s hugs. As shown 
by physical hugging.
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B. DISCUSSION
After found of some emotions in Hiro Hamada Character (fourteen years old) in 
Big Hero 6 movie, the researcher will be analyzing these emotions used children 
emotion theory. The emotions will be analyzed as follow:
1. Anger .
Hurlock mentions the children frequently set goals beyond their reach. They
fail to reach these goals, they become angry at themselves or at the people they 
believe have stood in their way. They also become angry when they fell that they or 
their friends are unjustly reprimanded or punished or when they are slighted, 
neglected, or ridiculed by other children. Anger, as is well known, is evoked by 
frustration (interference with abstaining desired goals, not getting what we went to or 
deserve), by feeling “wronged and physical or emotional pain and injury. 
In datum 1, the researcher explained that anger of Hiro arises because of 
professor Callaghan claims himself that he was not die when the fire occurred, Hiro 
asked Baymax to kill professor Callaghan furiously by rising his voice, his anger also 
shown in his facial expression, and also supported by his statements which he told to 
Baymax, as shown in the data; Baymax, destroy!. What Hiro Hamada did indicating 
the anger emotion. Hiro really hates with professor Challaghan, he cannot forgive 
him what he had done.
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As shown in datum 2 Hiro expressed his anger’s emotion by screaming, he 
asked Baymax to destroy the mask man and his friends did not agree with him 
therefore he screamed at Baymax to do what he wanted showing facial expression of 
infuriating, moreover Hiro also pointed and supported by his statements to the 
Baymax. It could be seen in the data; Do it Baymax!, destroy him!, which indicates 
that he gets angry.
In datum 3 Hiro Hamada showed his emotion by screaming and cursing at his 
friends. He said that “How could you do that? I had him!, I never should have let you 
help me!”. He told some impolite words to his friends. His friends become angry with 
him too because what he just did, that never signed up for. Actually they just wanted 
to catch the guy but after he knows that the mask man is the murder of his brother, he 
suddenly changed his mind to destroy him. Moreover Hiro expresses his emotion 
through temper tantrums by screaming. Hiro gets really angry in that time.
As shown in datum 4 Hiro screamed and become rude to Baymax because he 
did not want to kill the murder of his brother, he cannot do his revenge to that guy. 
Furthermore, the occasions that bring about anger depends upon the developmental 
course of the child. Children express anger through temper tantrums, characterized by 
crying, screaming, stamping, kicking, jumping up and down or striking.
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Based on the explanations in datum 1 until 4 above, it shows children’s anger 
about the efforts to revenge and the anger to the people who prohibit and prevent him 
to do revenge. The researcher though that the children when got angry they would 
give some responses. As shown in real life they said rude words and screamed at the 
object that disturbed them. Furthermore this research similar with what behavior 
when they got angry.
Furthermore a child shows his anger in Hiro character by using verbal and 
nonverbal responses, such as screaming, saying rude words, and temper tantrums. 
Hurlock says that children express their anger emotions by impulsive response which 
usually called aggression, they are directed against person, animals, or objects. Anger 
emotions may be physical or verbal, and they may be mild or intense. It seems like 
the children in real life, show their emotion often by screaming, saying rude words 
and sometimes angry with themselves, because they fail of their achievement.
2. Joy or Happy
Joy is a pleasant emotion in its milder form. It is known as pleasure, delight or 
happiness. The cause of pleasure or joy in children commonly is successful 
achievement of goals that they have set for themselves. The harder they must stave to 
reach the goals the greater their pleasure when they finally succeed. Joy or happy 
responses by children are expressed by smiling and laughing, clapping their hands, 
and jumping up and down.
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Hurlock describes in older children, the stimuli that aroused pleasant emotions 
at the younger ages continue to bring pleasure. Physical well—being, incongruous 
situations, play on words, slight calamities, and sudden or unexpected noises never 
fall to call forth a smile or a laugh. Perhaps the most common cause of pleasure or 
even joy in older children is successful achievement of goals they have set for 
themselves.
In datum 5 after Hiro Hamada got some money from bot illegal fighting, he 
looks so happy. He said that “I’m on a roll, big brother! And there is no stopping 
me!”. He screamed a lot while raised both of his hands and cheered and showed his 
money and laughed. Moreover he was saved by his brother with his motorcycle from 
thugs who wanted to ruin him due to win of the competition, but his brother keep stay 
ride his motorcycle and let Hiro happ with his victory.
In datum 6 showed that Hiro already presented his microbots project to join the 
college he is smiling at audiences, which showed his happiness for what he just done, 
by proudly said; The only limit is your imagination, Microbots!. His happiness 
supported by yelling from his family. Furthermore, the joyful emotions are always 
accompanied by smiling or laughing and a general relaxation of the entire body. 
As shown in datum 7 Hiro, after finishing his performance he suddenly goes to 
the back stage to meet his brother, they are laughing and yelling together with their 
style. His brother praised him what he already performed and they look so happy, the 
happiness show from his face and expression that he cannot hold it.
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In datum 8 the researcher explained that the happiness of Hiro came after 
showing his pretty performance, the performance made all the audiences cheered up 
and amazed them. He immediately came to his brother in the back stage and yelled 
together. They looked so happy and laughed to express that happiness.
In datum 9 based on findings the researcher can explain that joy or happy in 
Hiro appears when he has accepted to join in college. Moreover prof. Callaghan 
impressed him due to his performance before and his family so proud of him as well 
as his friends. They went to celebrate that moment soon, they were screaming and 
laughing together which indicated the happiness itself. In addition, children will be 
happy if they success to get their achievement and they will be happier if anybody 
praises them for their effort, as occurred in Hiro.
As shown in datum 10, Hiro successes to make a new version of Baymax chip, 
which this version made Baymax strong and can fight, it aims to catch the mask man 
who had been doubling his microbots. He can split wood, kick and attack with a 
variety of styles. Moreover by these successes he smiled and looked so happy, which 
it indicated that he is in joyful.
In datum 11 was revealed that joy or happy in the Hiro experienced by Hiro 
appears when he was surprising to see Baymax who had higher progress then before. 
He was screaming and laughing when Baymax took him away to around the country. 
Moreover he looked so glad, because all of children would be like to fly, it is like an 
achievement if they can do that.
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Datum 12, based on findings the researcher can explain that joy or happy in the 
Hiro appeared when Hiro smiled while Baymax shows Hiro’s brother video, actually 
Baymax just wanted to make Hiro to be calm and comfort because he knew that he 
missed his brother so much. Moreover, it is the only way to make him calm down and 
feel joy at that time.
Based on the explanation above, datum 5-12, there are some causes or reason of 
Hiro to be joy or happy, such as his successes to get achievement, played and flew 
around the country, and remembered and saw his brother’s video. All of those things 
have given pleasant to him which can make him feel happy. Moreover Hiro expressed 
his joy by smiling, laughing and screaming. Generally children express their joyful 
emotion, which are always accompanied by smiling or laughing and a general 
relaxation of the entire body. When children happy they would smile and laugh, they 
show them with some responses, furthermore in real life we have seen they will give 
responses like smiling when they in happiness. This research also related with this 
fact and it supported by Hurlock theory.
3. Grief
Grief is our instinctive response to loss, aloneness (whether physical or 
psychological aloneness) and disappointment. Children experience grief especially at 
the loss of someone (or something), we deeply value and at the loss of those who 
have helped us thrive. Inhibited expression of grief consist of a generalized state of 
apathy marked by a loss of interest in things going on in the environment, loss of 
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appetite, sleeplessness, a tendency to experience fearful dreams, refusal to play, lack 
of communication with others, and general listlessness.
In datum 13, the researcher can explain that it was grief emotion experienced 
by Hiro when His brother was die, moreover he did not even want to eat something, 
he just want to be alone in his room and do nothing. In the movie, Hiro looked so 
depressed, his aunt always brought him some foods but he did not want to touch it 
anymore, he just keep to be silent. Moreover his aunt tells him about their neighbor 
but he gave no response, he just played his robot on his hand and sat on his chair.
As shown in datum 14, Hiro expressed his grief’s emotion by remembering his 
brother, he feit really sad, he looked so depressed and cried in front of Baymax. Hiro 
leaned his head on Baymax chest after he hits while say “Tadashi’s gone”. In the 
movie, it can be seen that crying is one of the grief responses of children, which was 
experienced by Hiro furthermore, commonly grief is appeared by crying, and it is 
expressed by children when they understand means of loss something their loving. In 
addition, Hiro felt so grief after he lost his brother, who is the only person that he 
really loves.
In datum 15, the researcher can explain that grief emotion experienced by Hiro 
when Baymax wanted to sacrifice himself for the sake of saving someone, and Hiro 
was crying because of it. He screamed at Baymax, he did not want to lose him, 
moreover if Baymx saved him, it means that he will disappear, but Baymax has to 
save someone in the portal and Hiro suddenly hug him a lot and cry.
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In datum 16, this context showed the grief emotion experienced by Hiro 
appeared when Baymax really wanted to save someone in the portal and let himself 
live in there, Hiro could hold his tears and hug him so tight. Actually he did not want 
to allow him to sacrifice himself, but he must do it, because he thought that it is his 
obligation to save everyone in this world.
Based on the explanation above, the researcher can conclude that the datum 13-
16 showed of grief experienced by Hiro when he lost something and someone that he 
loves. Moreover he expressed the grief by crying, hugging, and feeling depressed. 
The typical overt expression of grief in childhood is crying. The crying so anguished 
and prolonged that children will enter a state of near hysteria that will last until they 
are never exhausting. As Hiro character showed, he expressed his grief emotion by 
crying depressed. Grief is one of the kinds of emotion that appears in human include 
children express their grief emotions by some responses such as crying, hugging and 
feeling depressed, it occurs with our environment and also relate with this research.
4. Curiosity 
Children are interested in everything in their environment, including themselves 
they are curious about their bodies, different parts of their bodies, what they do, and 
why they have the form they have. Children are also curious about people why they 
dress, act, and speak as they do and why older people are different females. Their first 
curiosity responses take the form of sensor motor punishment, and it is appeared by 
them through asking questions.
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As shown in the datum 16, the responses of curiosity emotion in Hiro  by 
sensorimotor exploration. It forms of curiosity’s emotion responses by without asking 
question. Hiro looked curious when he saw the some tools in the room, he surprised 
with Electro-mag suspension and just focused on all the things in front of him. He 
just kept his eyes on them.
In datum 17, the researcher can explain that Hiro felt curiosity emotion when 
Hiro asked question about what he saw, he touches and uses the things in front of 
him. Actually his friend did not allow him to touch everything in there, but Hiro does 
not care anymore about that, he just continues what he does. 
As shown in datum 18, Hiro expressed his curiosity by asking question. 
Concerned on the data above, it was indicated that Hiro was curious with Baymax, 
and asking some questions to him. He tested of Baymax’s intelligence, but actually 
he could answer and explained the entire question from Hiro.
Based on the explanation above, the researcher can conclude that Hiro curious 
about something or the things around him which he did not know, and asked many 
question to test someone’s knowledge. As had explained children curious to anything 
in their environment included people knowledge. It can be seen in movie when Hiro 
expressed his emotion by sensorimotor exploration and by asking questions. As 
Hurlock describes that children use of exploration to satisfy their curiosity, therefore 
as soon as they are able to ask questions, they do so about the things that have 
aroused their curiosity. Children need some knowledge as they grow older to know 
their environment and the world. They became curios with something and someone, 
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so they will pay attention with that and asking for questions. This research agrees 
with the theory and the character in this movie that reflected the children emotions in 
real life.
5. Fear 
Fear is one of the most basic human emotions, helping to keep us safe by 
altering us to danger. The physical responses of fear are associated with 
psychological responses such as feeling scared, tense, nervous or worried. Children 
who experience fear are more likely to show us then tell us that they are afraid. They 
may do this by seeking reassurance, by becoming agitated or by becoming upset. 
Children have many fears related to self or status. They are afraid of failing, of being 
ridiculed and of being “different”. At first, a child’s response to fear is panic, later, 
respond become more specific and including running away and hiding, crying, and 
avoiding frightening situations.
In datum 20, based on the findings, fear emotion in Hiro appeared after he won 
illegal robot competition. There were three guys who wanted to hit him, because their 
boss accepted his defeat, then Hiro looked afraid and avoid them by walking down. 
Avoiding indicated that he got fear at that time. Hiro was just pretending to be relax 
and trying not to look fear, but actually he felt.
As shown in datum 21, Hiro’s responses of his fear by being panic, it made 
him confused, did not know what have to do, and made him difficult to control 
himself. When the fire happened and his brother went within to help his professor, he 
looks panic immediately. Moreover he was trying to prevent his brother not to go to 
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the building, but he noticeed him, therefore Hiro wanted to come to his brother but 
unfortunately the fire makes him tossed.
In datum 22, another fear emotion was experienced by Hiro when Baymax 
went out from the home to follow the direction of the microbots to find the others of 
it. Hiro ran to follow Baymax, because he just walked away to follow the direction of 
the microbots itself. He was afraid since Baymax went out and did not know the rule 
of way, he just walked out.
As shown in datum 23, the responses of Hiro’s fear were by hiding then 
running. The experiences of Hiro shown that he was really fear, which was supported 
by his acts and his expression. Moreover after he found the group of his microbots 
that had been duplicated by someone, he was hiding then running away to avoid the 
mask man. Then he also called Baymax to run with him.
In datum 24, based on findings, Hiro got fear when he almost sucked the 
portal, when he was regardless of Baymax due to the lacing of the mask man, 
suddenly he got fear, so he screamed for some helps. It can be seen by his expression, 
it showed fears which indicated by screaming.
Based on the explanation above, the datum 20-24 were involved as the causes 
of Hiro’s fears. These fear experienced when he wanted struck by three guys, when 
the fire occurred, something bad coming and when he needed some helps. Moreover, 
these fears are appropriated with characteristic of children’s fear which had been 
explained before. In Hiro’s character of movie showed the way expressed fear 
emotions expressed by running, hiding, screaming and panic, which is related with 
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Hurlock’s theory, that children actually have many fears related to self and status. 
One of the children emotions that described by Hurlock and also explained in this 
research, the researcher found fear emotion in Hiro character and how the way he 
expressed them, Hiro showed his fear emotion by some responses such as crying, 
avoiding, running away, and hiding that were happening in real life.
6. Affection
Affection is popularly used to denote a feeling or type of love, amounting to 
more that good will or friendship. Affection can be expressed by words, gestures, or 
touches. Affectionate behavior has evolved from parental hurting behavior due to its 
associations with hormonal rewards. Learning plays an important role in determining 
the particular person’s or objects to which affection is directed. Children tend to like 
most these who like them and are “friendly” in their relationship with them. Children 
learn to love the things people, pets, or object that give them pleasure. Children 
express their affection verbally as they grow older but, while they are still young, 
they express it physical hugging, patting, and kissing the object of their affection.
As shown in datum 25, Hiro expressed his affection by physical hugging. 
Physical hugging is one of responses of affection emotion in children. In the movie, 
Hiro hugged Baymax as form of his affection emotion, actually he really missed 
Baymax and he successed to make a new one by the chip that he holds.
Based on the explanation above, the researcher can conclude that, affection 
emotion of Hiro appeared when something that he loved back to him or something 
that he believed to accompany him and live together, furthermore, Hiro expressed her 
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affection emotion by physical hugging. Affection is one of the children emotions, the 
researcher found affection emotion in Hiro character which portrayed in real life as 
Hurlock said in her theory that children expressed their emotion by physical hugging, 
kissing and patting.
In addition, a pleasant emotion must be reciprocal. There must be on an 
emotional linkage between children and significant people in their lives, kissing is a 
less frequent expression of affection in young children than hugging and patting, 
though they like to be kissed by others.
There are six kinds of children emotions portrayed in Hiro character such as 
anger, joy or happy, grief, fear, curiosity, and affection. As Hurlock shown in his 
theory, the way Hiro express his emotion similar with it, but not all the kinds of 
emotion that Hurlock describe include in Hiro character.
Hiro expresses his joy emotions by smiling, laughing, and screaming, same 
with when he gets sad or grief he show it by crying, feeling depressed, and hugging, 
they all appear when he feel disappointed or loosing something that he love. Children 
in general act the same what Hiro portrayed and Hurlock explanation, children 
express their feeling by verbal and non verbal communication clearly.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. After finding and discussion 
about types of children emotions in Hiro Hamada (14 years old) in Big Hero 6 movie, 
the researcher presents conclusion and suggestion as follow;
A. CONCLUSION
After analyzing the data, the researcher can conclude the result of the research 
in Big Hiro 6 movie found some emotions that contain in Hiro character (14 years 
old). These emotions consist of; anger, joy or happy, curiosity, grief, fear, and 
affection. The researcher found portrayed of his emotions such as anger emotion 
through some responses, like infuriating and screaming. Hiro expresses his joy or 
happy emotion by screaming, laughing, smiling and the dominant responses of his joy 
by screaming and laughing, moreover he shows his curiosity emotion by 
sensorimotor exploration and asking questions. Hiro portrayed his grief by to be 
alone, depressed, hugging and crying, while he shows his fear through some 
responses as follow, by avoiding, panic, running and screaming and  he  portrayed his 
affection emotion by physical hugging.
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B. SUGGESTIONS
The researcher suggested to all pepople and especially to parents as follow:
1. The researcher suggests to all readers who want to conduct the researches 
about children emotion to understand the research’s subject well, 
especially the theories, in order you can finish the research right and 
quickly.
2. The researcher suggests for the next researchers who will make similar 
research about children emotion to use this research as references.
3. The researcher recommended to any reader to analyze the movie and take 
messages that contain in the movie. As like in the Big Hero 6 movie, 
which has contained children emotion that will help us can understand 
children emotion well.
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Get up! Get up!
The winner, by total annihilation...
Yama!
Who is next?
Who has the guts to step into
the ring with little yama?
Yama!
Can I try?
I have a robot. I built it myself.
Beat it, kid.
House rules. You gotta pay to play.
Is this enough?
What's your name, little boy?
Hiro. Hiro hamada.
Prepare your bot, zero.
Two bots enter,
one bot leaves.
Fighters ready?
Fight!
That was my first fight.
I... can I try again?
No one likes a sore loser, little boy.
Go home.
I've got more money.
Fighters ready?
Fight!
Mega-bot, destroy.
What?
-No more little yama.
-But, wha...
This is not possible!
Hey, I'm as surprised as you are.
Beginner's luck.
Do you want to go again, yama?
-No one hustles yama!
-Whoa. Hey...
Teach him a lesson.
Hey, fellas. Let's talk about this.
-Hiro! Get on!
-Tadashi!
Good timing!
Oh, mama!
-Are you okay?
-Yeah.
-Are you hurt?
-No.
Then what were you thinking,
knucklehead?
You graduated high school
when you were 13,
and this is what you're doing?
There they are!
Hey!
Hold on!
Yes!
Get back here.
Bot fighting is illegal.
You're going to get yourself arrested.
Bot fighting is not illegal.
Betting on bot fighting,
that's... that's illegal.
But so lucrative!
I'm on a roll, big brother!
And there is no stopping me!
Oh, no.
Hi, aunt cass.
Are you guys okay?
Tell me you're okay.
-We're fine.
-We're okay.
Oh, good.
Then what were you
two knuckleheads thinking?
For 10 years,
I have done the best I could
to raise you.
Have I been perfect? No.
Do I know anything about children? No.
Should I have picked up a book
on parenting?
Probably!
Where was I going with this?
I had a point.
-Sorry.
-We love you, aunt cass.
Well, I love you, too!
I had to close up early
because of you two felons.
On beat poetry night.
Stress eating. Because of you.
Come on, mochi.
This is really good!
You better make this up to aunt cass
before she eats everything in the cafe.
For sure.
And I hope you learned
your lesson, bonehead.
Absolutely.
You're going bot fighting, aren't you?
There's a fight across town.
If I book, I can still make it.
When are you gonna
start doing something
with that big brain of yours?
What? Go to college like you?
So people can tell me stuff
I already know?
Unbelievable.
What would mom and dad say?
I don't know.
They're gone.
They died when I was three, remember?
Hey!
-I'll take you.
-Really?
I can't stop you from going,
but I'm not going
to let you go on your own.
Sweet.
What are we doing at your nerd school?
Bot-fight's that way!
Gotta grab something.
Is this gonna take long?
Relax, you big baby.
We'll be in and out.
Anyway, you've never seen my lab.
Oh, great, I get to see your nerd lab!
Heads up!
Electro-mag suspension?
Hey!
-Who are you?
-I'm...
Go go, this is my brother Hiro.
Welcome to the nerd lab.
Yeah.
I've never seen electro-mag
suspension on a bike before.
Zero resistance, faster bike.
But, not fast enough...
...yet.
Do not move. Behind the line, please.
Hey, wasabi. This is my brother Hiro.
Hello, Hiro. Prepare to be amazed.
Catch.
Wow.
-Laser-induced plasma?
-Oh, yeah.
With a little magnetic confinement
for ultra-precision.
Wow. How do you find anything
in this mess?
I have a system.
There's a place for everything,
and everything in its place.
-Need this!
-You can't do that!
This is anarchy! Society has rules!
Excuse me!
Coming through!
Tadashi!
Oh, my gosh. You must be Hiro!
I've heard so much about you!
Perfect timing. Perfect timing.
That's a whole lot of tungsten carbide.
400 pounds of it!
Come here, come here, come here.
You're going to love this.
A dash of perchloric acid,
a smidge of cobalt,
a hint of hydrogen peroxide,
super-heated to 500 Kelvin, and...
Ta-da! It's pretty great, huh?
It's so pink.
Here's the best part.
I know, right?
Chemical metal embrittlement.
Not bad, honey lemon.
"Honey lemon"? "Go go"? "Wasabi"?
I spill wasabi on my shirt
one time, people.
One time!
Fred is the one who comes up
with the nicknames.
Who's Fred?
This guy, right here!
Don't be alarmed. It is just a suit.
This is not my real face and body.
The name's Fred.
School mascot by day, but by night...
I am also a school mascot.
So, what's your major?
No, no, no, I'm not a student.
But I am a major science enthusiast.
I've been trying to get
honey to develop a formula,
that can turn me into
a fire-breathing lizard at will.
But she says that's "not science."
It's really not.
Yeah, and I guess the shrink ray
I asked wasabi for
isn't "science" either.
-Is it?
-Nope.
Well, then, what about
"invisible sandwich"?
-Hiro.
-Imagine eating a sandwich,
but everybody just thinks you're crazy.
Just stop.
-Laser eyes?
-What?
-Tingly fingers?
-Never gonna happen.
Hey, what about a growth serum?
So, what have you been working on?
I'll show you.
Duct tape?
I hate to break it to you, bro.
Already been invented.
Hey!
Dude!
Ow!
This is what I've been working on.
Hello. I am baymax.
Your personal healthcare companion.
I was alerted to the need
for medical attention
when you said, "ow."
A robotic nurse.
On a scale of 1 to 10,
how would you rate your pain?
Physical or emotional?
I will scan you now.
Scan complete.
You have a slight epidermal
abrasion on your forearm.
I suggest an anti-bacterial spray.
What's in the spray, specifically?
The primary ingredient is bacitracin.
That's a bummer.
I'm actually allergic to that.
You are not allergic to bacitracin.
You do have a mild allergy to
peanuts.
Not bad.
You've done some serious
coding on this thing, huh?
Programed him with
over 10,000 medical procedures.
This chip is what
makes baymax, baymax.
Vinyl?
Yeah, going for a non-threatening,
huggable kind of thing.
Looks like a walking marshmallow.
-No offense.
-I am a robot.
I cannot be offended.
-Hyperspectral cameras?
-Yep.
-Titanium skeleton?
-Carbon fiber.
Right. Even lighter.
Killer actuators.
Where did you get those?
Machined them right here, in-house.
-Really?
-Yup.
He can lift 1,000 pounds.
Shut up.
You have been a good boy.
Have a lollipop.
Nice.
I cannot deactivate until you say
you are satisfied with your care.
Well then, I'm satisfied with my care.
He's going to help a lot of people.
Hey, what kind of battery does it use?
Lithium ion.
You know, supercapacitors
would charge way faster.
Burning the midnight oil, Mr. hamada?
Hey, Professor.
Actually, I was just finishing up.
You must be Hiro.
Bot-fighter, right?
When my daughter was younger,
that's all she wanted to do.
May I?
Sure.
Magnetic-bearing servos.
Pretty sick, huh?
Wanna see how I put 'em together?
Hey, genius!
He invented them.
You're Robert Callaghan?
Like, as in,
the Callaghan-catmull spline,
and Callaghan's "laws of robotics?"
That's right.
Ever think about applying here?
Your age wouldn't be an issue.
I don't know.
He's pretty serious about
his career in bot-fighting.
Well, kind of serious.
I can see why.
With your bot, winning must come easy.
Yeah, I guess.
Well, if you like things easy,
then my program isn't for you.
We push the boundaries
of robotics here.
My students go on to shape the future.
Nice to meet you, Hiro.
Good luck with the bot-fights.
We gotta hurry if you
want to catch that bot-fight.
I have to go here.
If I don't go to this nerd school,
I'm gonna lose my mind.
How do I get in?
Every year, the school has
a student showcase.
You come up with something
that blows Callaghan away, you're in.
But, it's gotta be great.
Trust me.
It will be.
Nothing!
No ideas! Useless, empty brain!
Wow. Washed up at 14.
So sad.
I got nothing! I'm done.
I'm never getting in.
Hey, I'm not giving up on you.
What are you doing?
Shake things up.
Use that big brain of yours
to think your way out.
-What?
-Look for a new angle.
Wow, a lot of sweet tech here today.
How are you feeling?
You're talking to an ex-bot fighter.
Takes a lot more than this to rattle me.
Yep, he's nervous.
You have nothing to fear, little fellow.
-He's so tense.
-No, I'm not.
Relax, Hiro.
Your tech is amazing. Tell him, go go.
-Stop whining. Woman up.
-I'm fine!
What do you need, little man?
Deodorant? Breath mint?
Fresh pair of underpants?
Underpants? You need serious help.
Hey, I come prepared.
I haven't done laundry in six months.
One pair lasts me four days.
I go front, I go back, I go inside-out.
Then I go front and back.
Wow. That is both
disgusting and awesome.
Don't encourage him.
It's called "recycling."
Next presenter, Hiro hamada.
Oh, yeah. This is it.
I guess I'm up.
Okay, photo, photo!
Everybody say, "Hiro."
-Hiro!
-Yeah!
We love you, Hiro. Good luck!
-Don't mess it up.
-Break a leg, little man.
Science, yeah!
All right, bro. This is it.
Come on. Don't leave me hanging.
What's going on?
I really want to go here.
Hey.
You got this.
Hi.
My name is Hiro...
Sorry.
My name is Hiro hamada,
and I've been working on something
that I think is pretty cool.
I hope you like it.
This is a microbot.
Breathe.
It doesn't look like much,
but when it links up
with the rest of its pals...
...things get a little more interesting.
The microbots are controlled
with this neural transmitter.
I think what I want them to do...
They do it.
The applications for this tech
are limitless.
Construction.
What used to take teams
of people working by hand
for months or years,
can now be accomplished
by one person.
And that's just the beginning.
How about transportation?
Microbots can move
anything anywhere,
with ease.
If you can think it,
the microbots can do it.
The only limit is your imagination.
Microbots!
That's my nephew!
Yes!
My family! I love my family!
Nailed it!
-You did it!
-Not bad!
Yeah! You just blew my mind, dude!
They loved you. That was amazing!
Yes.
With some development,
your tech could be revolutionary.
Alistair krei!
May I?
Extraordinary.
I want your microbots at krei tech.
Shut up.
Mr. krei is right.
Your microbots are
an inspired piece of tech.
You can continue to develop them,
or you can sell them to a man
who's only guided
by his own self-interest.
Robert, I know how you feel about me,
but it shouldn't affect...
This is your decision, Hiro.
But you should know
Mr. krei has cut corners
and ignored sound science
to get where he is.
That's just not true.
I wouldn't trust krei tech
with your microbots,
or anything else.
Hiro, I'm offering you more money
than any 14-year-old could imagine.
I appreciate the offer, Mr. krei,
but they're not for sale.
I thought you were smarter than that.
Robert.
Mr. krei.
That's my brother's.
That's right.
I look forward to seeing you in class.
Unbelievable!
That's what I'm talking about.
All right, geniuses,
let's feed those hungry brains.
Back to the caf!
Dinner is on me!
Yes! Nothing is better than free food!
-Aunt cass?
-Unless it's moldy.
We'll... we'll catch up, okay?
Sure. I'm so proud of you.
Both of you.
Thanks, aunt cass.
I know what you're going to say.
"I should be proud of myself,"
"because I'm finally using my gift
for something important."
No, no. I was just gonna tell you
your fly was down for the whole show.
Ha-ha-hilarious.
What?
Welcome to nerd school, nerd.
Hey, I, um...
I wouldn't be here
if it wasn't for you. So,
you know,
thanks for not giving up on me.
Are you okay?
Yeah. I'm okay.
But Professor Callaghan is still in there.
Tadashi, no!
Callaghan's in there.
Someone has to help.
Tadashi!
Tadashi!
Here. Have some tea.
Hey, sweetie.
Hey, aunt cass.
Mrs. matsuda's in the caf.
She's wearing something
super inappropriate for an 80-year-old.
That always cracks you up.
You should come down.
Maybe later.
The university called again.
It's been a few weeks
since classes started.
But they said it's not too late to register.
Okay. Thanks. I'll think about it.
Hey, Hiro.
We just wanted to check in,
and see how you're doing.
We wish you were here, buddy.
Hiro, if I could have only
one superpower right now,
it would be the ability
to crawl through this camera,
and give you a big hug.
Ow!
Hello. I am baymax,
your personal healthcare companion.
Hey, baymax.
I didn't know you were still active.
I heard a sound of distress.
What seems to be the trouble?
I just stubbed my toe a little.
I'm fine.
On a scale of 1 to 10,
how would you rate your pain?
A zero. I'm okay, really.
Thanks. You can shrink now.
Does it hurt when I touch it?
That's okay. No touching.
I'm fine...
Ow.
You have fallen.
You think?
-On a scale of 1 to...
-Ow!
On a scale...
On a sca...
On a scale of 1 to 10...
On a scale of 1 to 10,
how would you rate your pain?
Zero.
-It is all right to cry.
-No. No, no, no, no.
Crying is a natural response to pain.
I'm not crying.
-I will scan you for injuries.
-Don't scan me.
-Scan complete.
-Unbelievable.
You have sustained no injuries.
However, your hormone
and neurotransmitter levels
indicate that you are
experiencing mood swings
common in adolescence.
Diagnosis, puberty.
What?
Okay. Time to shrink now.
You should expect an increase
in body hair,
especially on your face,
chest, armpits, and...
Thank you! That's enough.
You may also experience
strange and powerful new urges.
Okay! Let's get you
back in your luggage.
I cannot deactivate until you say
you are satisfied with your care.
Fine. I'm satisfied with my...
My microbot?
This doesn't make any sense.
Puberty can often be a confusing time
for a young adolescent
flowering into manhood.
No. The thing is attracted
to the other microbots,
but that's impossible.
They were destroyed in the fire.
Dumb thing's broken.
Your tiny robot
is trying to go somewhere.
Oh, yeah?
Why don't you find out
where it's trying to go?
Would that stabilize
your pubescent mood swings?
Absolutely.
Baymax?
Baymax?
Baymax?
What?
-Hiro?
-Hey, aunt cass!
Wow. You're up and...
Yeah! I figured it was time.
Are you registering for school?
Yes.
I thought about what you said.
Really inspired me.
Oh, honey, that's so great.
Okay,
special dinner tonight.
I'll whip up some chicken wings.
You know, with the hot sauce
that makes our faces numb.
-Okay, sounds good.
-Great!
Last hug.
Baymax!
-Baymax!
-Hey!
Watch it!
Baymax!
Baymax!
Are you crazy? What are you doing?
I have found where
your tiny robot wants to go.
I told you, it's broken.
It's not trying to go...
Locked.
There is a window.
Please exercise caution.
A fall from this height
could lead to bodily harm.
Oh, no.
Excuse me while I let out some air.
Are you done?
Yes.
It will take me a moment to re-inflate.
Fine, just keep it down.
My microbots?
Someone's making more.
Hiro?
You gave me a heart attack!
My hands are equipped
with defibrillators. Clear.
Stop, stop, stop! It's just an expression.
Oh, no.
Run!
Oh, come on!
I am not fast.
Yeah, no kidding!
Go! Go! Come on.
Kick it down!
Then punch it!
Go! Go!
Oh, come on! Go, go, go!
Move it!
Come on!
No, no.
Come on! The window!
Suck it in!
Baymax!
Hiro?
Come on, let's get out of here.
Go! Hurry!
All right, let me get this straight.
A man in a kabuki mask attacked you,
with an army of miniature flying robots.
"Microbots."
-Microbots.
-Yeah.
He was controlling them telepathically
with a neurocranial transmitter.
So, Mr. kabuki was using esp
to attack you and balloon man.
Did you file a report
when your flying robots were stolen?
No. I thought they were all destroyed.
Look, I know it sounds crazy,
but baymax was there, too.
-Tell him.
-Yes, officer.
He's telling the truth.
What the... what's wrong with you?
Low battery.
Try to keep it together.
I'm healthcare,
your personal baymax companion.
Kid, how about we call your parents
-and get them down here?
-What?
Write your name and number down
on this piece of paper, and we can...
I've gotta get you home
to your charging station.
Can you walk?
I will scan you now. Scan complete.
Healthcare.
Okay.
If my aunt asks,
we were at school all day. Got it?
We jumped out a window.
No! Quiet!
We jumped out a window.
You can't say things like that
around aunt cass.
Hiro?
You home, sweetie?
That's right.
I thought I heard you. Hi.
Hey, aunt cass.
Look at my little college man.
I can't wait to hear all about it!
And wings are almost ready.
Whee!
Will you be quiet?
Yeah, wings! Whee!
All right, get ready to have
your face melted.
We are gonna feel
these things tomorrow.
You know what I'm saying?
Okay.
Sit down. Tell me everything.
The thing is that,
since I registered so late,
I've got a lot of school stuff
to catch up on.
What was that?
Mochi.
That darn cat.
At least take a plate for the road, okay?
-Don't work too...
-Thanks for understanding.
Hairy baby. Hairy baby.
All right, come on.
I'm healthcare,
your personal baymax companion.
One foot in front of the other.
This doesn't make any sense.
Tadashi.
What?
Tadashi.
Tadashi's gone.
When will he return?
He's dead, baymax.
Tadashi was in excellent health.
With a proper diet and exercise,
he should have lived a long life.
Yeah, he should have.
But there was a fire and...
Now, he's gone.
-Tadashi is here.
-No.
People keep saying
he's not really gone.
As long as we remember him.
It still hurts.
I see no evidence of physical injury.
It's a different kind of hurt.
You are my patient.
I would like to help.
You can't fix this one, buddy.
What are you doing?
I am downloading
a database on personal loss.
Database downloaded.
Treatments include contact
with friends and loved ones.
I am contacting them now.
No, no, no! I... don't do that.
Your friends have been contacted.
Unbelievable.
Now, what are you doing?
Other treatments include
compassion and physical reassurance.
I'm okay. Really.
You will be all right. There, there.
Thanks, baymax.
I am sorry about the fire.
It's okay. It was an accident.
Unless...
Unless it wasn't.
At the showcase,
that guy in the mask
stole my microbots. And...
And then set the fire to cover his tracks.
He's responsible for tadashi.
We gotta catch that guy.
It's alive!
It's alive, it's alive! It's alive!
If we're gonna catch that guy,
you need some upgrades.
Will apprehending the man in the mask
improve your emotional state?
Absolutely.
Let's work on your moves.
Now, let's take care of this.
I have some concerns.
This armor may undermine
my non-threatening, huggable design.
That's kind of the idea, buddy.
You look sick.
I cannot be sick. I am a robot.
It's just an expression.
Data transfer complete.
I fail to see how karate makes me
a better healthcare companion.
You want to keep me healthy,
don't you?
Punch this.
Yes! Hammerfist!
Side kick!
Knifehand!
Back kick!
Gummy bears!
Yes!
Yeah! Fist bump!
"Fist bump" is not in
my fighting database.
No, this isn't a fighting thing.
It's what people do sometimes
when they're excited or pumped up.
Hey, now you're getting it.
I will add "fist bump"
to my care-giving matrix.
All right. Let's go get that guy.
Come on!
Get him, baymax!
We're too late.
Your tiny robot
is trying to go somewhere.
Come on.
Always wait one hour after eating
before swimming.
Hey!
Come on!
Your heart rate has
increased dramatic...
Okay, baymax,
time to use those upgrades.
-Hiro?
-No, no, no!
Get out of here! Go!
Dude, what are you doing out here?
Nothing! Just out for a walk.
Helps my pubescent mood swings.
Is that baymax?
Yeah, but you really...
Why is he wearing
carbon fiber underpants?
I also know karate.
You guys need to go.
No, don't push us away, Hiro.
We're here for you.
That's why baymax contacted us.
Those who suffer a loss,
require support
from friends and loved ones.
Okay, but I...
Who would like
to share their feelings first?
I'll go. Okay.
My name is Fred, and it has
been 30 days since my last...
Holy mother of megazon!
Am I the only one seeing this?
Oh, my gosh! Oh, no!
Go!
Baymax, get him!
No, no, no, no, no! What are you doing?
I'm saving your life.
Baymax can handle that guy!
Oh, no.
Wasabi!
Goodbye!
Hiro. Explanation. Now.
He stole my microbots.
He started the fire.
I don't know who he is!
Baymax, palm-heel strike!
Hard left!
That mask, the black suit...
We're under attack
from a super villain, people!
I mean, how cool is that?
I mean, it's scary, obviously.
But how cool!
Why are we stopped?
The light's red!
There are no red lights in a car chase!
Why is he trying to kill us?
Why are you trying to kill us?
It's classic villain.
We've seen too much!
Let's not jump to conclusions.
We don't know he's trying to kill us.
Car!
He's trying to kill us!
Did you just put your blinker on?
You have to indicate your turn!
It's the law!
That's it.
Stop the car!
Baymax and I can take this guy!
Seatbelts save lives.
Buckle up, every time.
What are you doing?
What are you doing?
What are you doing?
What are you doing?
-Did we lose him?
-Look out!
Baymax, hold on!
-We're not gonna make it!
-We're gonna make it!
-We're not gonna make it!
-We're gonna make it!
-We're not gonna make it!
-We're gonna make it!
We made it! Yes!
I told you we'd make it!
Your injuries require my attention.
And your body temperatures are low.
We should get out of here.
I know a place.
Where are we?
Fred.
Where are you going?
Welcome to mi casa.
That's French for "front door."
It's really not.
Listen, nitwit.
A lunatic in a mask just tried to kill us.
I'm not in the mood for any...
Welcome home, master Frederick.
Heathcliff, my man!
Come on in, guys. We'll be safe in here.
Gimme some.
Freddie,
this is your house?
I thought you lived under a bridge.
Well, technically,
it belongs to my parents.
They're on a vacay on the family island.
You know, we should
totally go some time. Frolic.
You gotta be kidding me.
If I wasn't just attacked
by a guy in a kabuki mask,
I think this would be
the weirdest thing I've seen today.
My brain hates my eyes for seeing this.
Your body temperature is still low.
Yeah.
It's like spooning a warm marshmallow.
It's so nice.
Oh, yeah, that's toasty.
Good robot.
Does this symbol
mean anything to you guys?
-Yes! It's a bird!
-No!
The guy in the mask was carrying
something with this symbol on it.
Apprehending the man in the mask
will improve Hiro's emotional state.
Apprehend him?
We don't even know who he is.
I have a theory.
"Dr. slaughter, md"?
Actually, millionaire weapons designer,
Malcolm chazzletick.
"The annihilator"?
Behind the mask,
industrialist reid axworthy.
"Baron Von destruct"?
Just get to the point!
Don't you guys get it?
The man in the mask who attacked us
is none other than...
Voil!
Alistair krei.
-What?
-Think about it.
Krei wanted your microbots,
and you said no.
But rules don't apply to a man like krei.
There's no way.
The guy is too high profile.
Then who was that guy in the mask?
I don't know.
We don't know anything about him.
His blood type is ab-negative.
Cholesterol levels are...
Baymax, you scanned him?
I am programed to assess
everyone's healthcare needs.
Yes!
I can use the data
from your scan to find him.
You'd have to scan
everyone in San fransokyo.
That might take, I don't know, forever.
No, no, no, no. I...
I just have to look for another angle.
Got it!
I'll scan the whole city at the same time.
I just have to upgrade baymax's sensor.
Actually, if we're gonna catch this guy,
I need to upgrade all of you.
Upgrade who, now?
Those who suffer a loss require support
from friends and loved ones.
Okay, I like where this is heading!
We can't go against that guy!
We're nerds!
Hiro, we want to help,
but we're just us.
No.
You can be way more.
Tadashi hamada was our best friend.
We're in.
Can you feel it?
You guys, do you feel this?
Our origin story begins.
We're gonna be superheroes!
Arms up.
The neurotransmitter
must be in his mask.
We get the mask,
and he can't control the bots.
Game over.
They say
"we are what we are"
but we don't have to be
I'm bad behavior
but I do it in the best way
I'll be the watcher
of the eternal flame
I'll be the guard dog
of all your fever dreams
I am the sand in the bottom
half of the hourglass
'cause we could be immortals
immortals
just not for long
for long
live with me forever now
pull the blackout curtains down
just not for long
for long
we could be immortals
immortals
immortals
immortals
sometimes the only payoff
for having any faith
is when it's tested again
and again
every day
I'm still comparing your past
to my future
'cause we could be immortals
immortals
just not for long
for long
super jump!
Super jump!
And live with me forever now
pull the blackout curtains down
-I breathe fire.
-Just not for long
for long
we could be immortals
immortals
immortals
immortals
immortals
immortals
immortals
immortals
immortals
I love it!
Not bad.
Anybody else's suit riding up on them?
Hey, guys!
Check this out.
I'd like to introduce,
baymax 2.0.
He's glorious.
Hello.
Hold up. Focus.
Show 'em what you got, buddy.
The fist, show them the fist.
No, not that.
The thing, the other thing.
Rocket fist make Freddie so happy!
That's just one of his new upgrades!
Baymax, wings.
No way!
Thrusters.
I fail to see how flying
makes me a better
healthcare companion.
I fail to see how you fail to see
that it's awesome!
Full thrust.
Steady, big guy.
Look, let's just take this slow.
Up, up, up, up, up!
Thrust, thrust, thrust!
Too much thrust! Too much thrust!
Too much thrust!
No, no, no, no!
Back on! Back on!
On! On! On!
Zoom...
Go up! Up, up, up!
Up!
Oh, man!
Maybe...
Maybe enough flying for today.
What do you say?
Your neurotransmitter levels
are rising steadily.
Which means what?
The treatment is working.
Oh, no!
No, no, no, no, no!
Whoa, baymax!
Yes!
Yeah!
Yes!
Wow!
That was...
That was...
Sick.
It is just an expression.
That's... that's right, buddy.
I am never taking the bus again.
Your emotional state has improved.
I can deactivate if you say
you are satisfied with your care.
What?
No, I don't want you to deactivate.
We still have to find that guy.
So, fire up that super-sensor.
Functionality improved.
1000% increase in range.
I have found a match...
...on that island.
-Killer view.
-Yeah. If I...
If I wasn't terrified of heights,
I'd probably love this.
But I'm terrified of heights,
so I don't love it.
There. Baymax, take us in.
Awesome!
Our first landing together as a team.
Guys, come on.
"Quarantine"?
Do you people know
what "quarantine" means?
"Quarantine." Enforced isolation
to prevent contamination
that could lead to disease,
or, in some cases, death.
There's a skull face on this one.
A skull face!
Be ready.
He could be anywhere.
Fire!
Spitting fire! Spitting fire!
That was a bird.
Well, at least we know our gear works.
Six intrepid friends
led by Fred
their leader, Fred
Fred's angels
Fred's angels
harnessing the power of the sun
with the ancient amulet
they found in the attic
the amulet is green
it's probably an emerald
Fred, I will laser-hand you in the face.
Guys.
Any sign of him, baymax?
This structure is
interfering with my sensor.
Perfect. The robot's broken.
Guys, you might want to see this.
What do you think it is, genius?
I'm not sure. But look.
Hiro.
Krei.
That's right.
We were asked to do the impossible.
That's what we did.
We've reinvented
the very concept of transportation.
Friends, I present
project silent sparrow.
General, may I?
Magic hat!
Teleportation.
The transport of matter
instantaneously through space.
Not science fiction anymore.
Now, we didn't spend billions
of tax dollars
to teleport hats.
Ladies and gentlemen,
you're here to witness history.
Ready to go for a ride, Abigail?
We've invited all these people.
Might as well give 'em a show.
T-minus 30 seconds to launch.
-29... 28...
-This is argo.
-Capsule's in position.
-27...
Sir, we've picked up a slight irregularity
in the magnetic containment field.
Mr. krei, is there a problem?
No. No problem.
It's well within the parameters.
Let's move forward.
3... 2... 1...
Cabin pressure is go.
Pod engaged.
Field breach! Abort!
We've lost all contact with the pod.
Oh, no.
-It's breaking up!
-The pilot is gone.
Portal two is down.
The magnetic
containment field's down!
Krei, shut it down now!
I want this island sealed off!
The government shut down
krei's experiment.
And he's using your microbots
to steal his machine back.
Krei is the guy in the mask.
Oh, no.
Baymax, get us out of here.
Go for the transmitter.
Behind his mask.
Baymax!
All right, what's the plan?
It's Fred time.
Super jump!
Gravity crush!
Falling hard.
Seriously, what is the plan?
-Get the mask.
-Right behind you.
For real, what is the plan?
Hey!
Hey!
You want to dance, masked man?
'Cause you'll be dancing with these.
Hand over the mask,
or you'll get a taste of this!
And a little bit of that!
Hey! I did all right.
Is that all you got?
You got that, too?
It's back into the fire!
It's over, krei.
Pro... Professor Callaghan?
The explosion...
You died.
No. I had your microbots.
But, tadashi.
You just let him die.
Give me the mask, Hiro.
He went in there to save you!
That was his mistake!
Baymax, destroy.
My programing prevents me
from injuring a human being.
Not anymore.
Hiro, this is not what...
Do it, baymax! Destroy him!
No! Stop, baymax!
No, stop! He's getting away!
Baymax!
My healthcare protocol
has been violated.
I regret any distress I may have caused.
How could you do that? I had him!
What you just did,
we never signed up for.
We said we'd catch the guy.
That's it.
I never should have let you help me!
Baymax, find Callaghan.
My enhanced scanner
has been damaged.
Wings.
Hiro, this isn't part of the plan.
Fly!
Hiro!
Your blood pressure is elevated.
You appear to be distressed.
I'm fine!
There. Is it working?
-My sensor is operational.
-Good.
Then let's get...
What?
Are you going to remove
my healthcare chip?
Yes. Open!
My purpose is to heal
the sick and injured.
Baymax, open your access port.
Do you want me to terminate
Professor Callaghan?
Just open!
Will terminating Professor Callaghan
improve your emotional state?
Yes! No! I don't know!
Open your access!
-Is this what tadashi wanted?
-It doesn't matter!
Tadashi programed me to aid and...
Tadashi's gone!
Tadashi's gone.
Tadashi is here.
No. He's not here.
Tadashi is here.
This is tadashi hamada.
And this is the first test
of my robotics project.
Hello, I am baymax.
Stop! Stop! Stop! Stop! Stop! Stop!
The seventh test of my robotics project.
Hello, I...
What? What?
Wait, wait, wait, stop!
Stop scan! Stop...
Tadashi hamada again,
and this is the 33rd test
of my robotics project.
I'm not giving up on you.
You don't understand this yet,
but people need you.
So, let's get back to work.
This is tadashi hamada,
and this is the 84th test.
What do you say, big guy?
Hello, I am baymax,
your personal healthcare companion.
It works.
It works!
This is amazing! You... you work!
I knew it! I knew it! I knew it.
I knew it. Oh, you work.
I can't believe it! I can't...
Okay. All right, big moment, here.
Scan me.
Your neurotransmitter
levels are elevated.
This indicates that you are happy.
I am. I really am.
Oh, man. Wait till my brother sees you.
You're gonna help
so many people, buddy.
So many.
That's all for now.
I am satisfied with my care.
Thank you, baymax.
I'm so sorry.
I guess I'm not like my brother.
Hiro.
Guys, I... I...
We're going to catch Callaghan,
and, this time, we'll do it right.
But maybe don't leave your team
stranded on a spooky island next time.
-Oh, man.
-Nah, it's cool.
Heathcliff picked us up
in the family chopper.
Hiro, we found something
you should see.
You almost got us all killed!
Krei! You did this!
You knew it wasn't ready!
Callaghan? He was there?
He was such a good man.
What happened?
I don't know.
But the answer's here somewhere.
Wait, wait! Stop.
There he is.
With the pilot.
Hang on.
We've invited all these people...
The pilot was Callaghan's daughter.
Callaghan blames krei.
This is a revenge story.
So, what are we waiting for?
It's all set up.
This beautiful new campus
is the culmination of a lifelong dream.
But none of this
would've been possible
without a few bumps in the road.
Those setbacks made us stronger,
and set us on the path
to a bright future.
What is that?
-What?
-Setback?
Was my daughter a "setback"?
Callaghan! But you...
Your daughter, that...
That was an accident.
No! You knew it was unsafe.
My daughter is gone
because of your arrogance.
What are you doing?
You took everything from me when
you sent Abigail into that machine.
Now I'm taking everything from you.
No!
No! No! You can't!
You're going to watch
everything you've built disappear.
Then, it's your turn.
Professor Callaghan!
Let him go!
Is this what Abigail would've wanted?
Abigail is gone!
This won't change anything.
Trust me, I know.
Listen to the kid, Callaghan.
Please, let me go.
I'll give you anything you want!
I want my daughter back!
Go for the mask!
Baymax!
Leaping into action!
Oh, no!
Getting a little tight.
-No!
-He's too strong!
-There's no way out!
-You can't beat him!
Help! I can't beat him.
Hiro!
-Hiro? Hiro?
-Help!
-That's it!
-Hiro.
-I know how to beat him.
-Hiro.
Listen up!
Use those big brains of yours
and think your way
around the problem.
Look for a new angle.
My arms! They can't go any further!
Wait a second, it's a suit.
Hello, sign.
Care to go for a little spin?
Double spin!
Behind-the-back spin!
Yeah!
Yeah!
Baymax!
Hiro.
I love that robot!
Okay, new plan. Forget the mask.
Take out the bots.
They'll get sucked up into the portal.
Now that is a plan!
Honey, Fred,
can you give us some cover?
Like you have to ask.
Let's do this, Freddie!
Smokescreen!
Ready and
dive!
Whoa, the gravity's getting
a little weird here, guys!
Wait.
Let's use this!
These are green blades of fury!
Woman up!
Double sign-spin.
Now my signs are on fire!
Now that's a chemical reaction!
Back kick. Knifehand. Roundhouse.
Hammerfist.
This ends now!
Looks like you're out of microbots.
What?
Baymax!
No!
Our programing prevents us
from injuring a human being.
But we'll take that.
It's still on! We have to shut it down!
We can't!
The containment field is failing.
The portal is gonna tear itself apart!
We need to get out of here, now!
Baymax!
My sensor is detecting signs of life.
-What?
-Coming from there.
The life signs are female.
She appears to be in hyper-sleep.
Callaghan's daughter. She's still alive.
Abigail.
Let's go get her.
The portal is destabilizing.
You'll never make it.
She's alive in there.
Someone has to help.
What do you say, buddy?
Flying makes me
a better healthcare companion.
Careful! There's krei
tech debris everywhere.
Look out!
I have located the patient.
Hurry!
Come on, buddy, let's get her home.
I'll guide you out of here. Let's go!
Veer right!
Okay, to the left.
Hard right!
Up and over.
Okay, level off. Easy.
Nice flying!
Almost there!
Baymax!
Baymax!
My thrusters are inoperable.
Just grab hold.
There is still a way
I can get you both to safety.
I cannot deactivate until you say
you are satisfied with your care.
No, no, no, no. Wait. What about you?
-You are my patient.
-Baymax.
Your health is my only concern.
Stop! I'm gonna figure out...
Are you satisfied with your care?
No. There's gotta be another way.
I'm not gonna leave you here.
I'll think of something.
There is no time.
Are you satisfied with your care?
Please! No...
I can't lose you, too.
Hiro,
I will always be with you.
I'm satisfied with my care.
Hiro!
Yeah! They made it!
Baymax?
Miss, can you hear me?
What is your name?
Abigail Callaghan.
Okay, Abigail, you are gonna be fine.
We're taking you to the hospital.
Move it!
Get in there.
A massive cleanup continues today
at the headquarters
of krei tech industries.
Reports are still flooding in about
a group of unidentified individuals,
who prevented what could have been
a major catastrophe.
The whole city
of San fransokyo is asking,
"who are these heroes?
And where are they now?"
-Hey.
-Hi.
It's so exciting.
Hey, sweetie!
Okay.
Last hug.
Bye!
-And just then I was like...
-Get out of here.
Ow?
I am baymax,
your personal healthcare companion.
Hello, Hiro.
We didn't set out to be superheroes,
but sometimes life doesn't go
the way you planned.
The good thing is, my brother
wanted to help a lot of people,
and that's what we're gonna do.
Who are we?
Dad, I just wish I could share
my accomplishments with you.
You mean so much to me, and honestly,
I've always felt a distance
what with you being
on the family island all the time,
and I just wish you could see how...
Fred.
Son.
Dad?
I wear 'em front, I wear 'em back.
I go inside out, then I go front and back.
Dad!
We have a lot to talk about.
Read more: 
https://www.springfieldspringfield.co.uk/movie_script.php?movie=big-
hero-6
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